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Abstract
Humans are often inclined to connect pop culture icons
and heroes irrespective of their individual differences.
Especially, youngsters and the elderly in their strong
fascination with pop icons use their icons’ symbolic items,
including dresses and memorabilia, adapting their lifestyles,
and decorating their houses with pop culture images.
Moreover, the spectacle of pop culture icon, such as Michael
Jackson and Madonna at concerts and performances
integrates audiences from different backgrounds. While
entertaining themselves in concerts, spectators interact with
pop culture icons and images of industrial products, including
sports items and electronic devices on television programs
and film shows. The spectacle of the hero and the icon
incorpo`rates pop bands and the theater in the interactive
processes between artists and audiences, embodiments of
products and audience-consumers. Methodologically, this
article draws upon concepts of icon and hero in popular
culture from the Jungian postulation of myth and archetype.
The paper specifically investigates the media representation
of the hero and the icon in the light of Benjamin’s mechanical
reproducibility of art and Storey’s idea of human-technology
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interface in the globalized market economy. I examine an
integrating role of images of the hero and icon in industrial
products and the public space in the capitalist enterprise of
globalization and market economy. This article explores the
current status of the youth culture in the modern
entertainment industry directed to turn the hero and icon
into cultural embodiments for the building of social harmony
and individual relationships, and thus, crossing the divide
between the high and the low, and the West and East.
Keywords: hero, icon, popular culture, economics, the
marketplace
****
Popular culture in contexts
Today’s world has seen rapid movements of pop culture
images with advanced media and sophisticated technology.
Popular culture include dresses people wear, food they eat,
movies they watch, music they listen, magazine they read and
games they sport during their leisure. Any cultural practice
becomes popular when the majority of the population across
the world accesses it. Popular culture icons, including athletes
and movie stars appeal to children and women, and
youngsters and the elderly, irrespective of their geographic
locations. They consider these icons their heroes, and they
turn them into gods. Once the hero becomes a sign with
specific cultural values even after changes in styles in spacetime continuum, he or she becomes an icon influencing people
in diverse cultures over the years. In today’s globalized world,
images of pop culture icons and heroes from stadium to movie
hall, and museum to the marketplace fast circulate with
commercial media and digital technology. One does not
necessarily need to reach the stadium to watch a sports event,
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and he or she can watch it on a Japan-based Sony product at
home. Watching the Reo Olympics from Copenhagen or
Tokyo gives people similar kinds of thrill drink the Denmarkbased Carlsberg. One can view a Hollywood movie from
Kathmandu once it is released, and the other can watch the
International Football Champions Cup between the Real
Madrid Manchester and the United Manchester City FC from
a Hilton Hotel in the Hong Kong Airport. Young people
dancing in discotheques while the elderly drinking coffee in
Himalayan Java live share consciousness of changes taking
places in the world. Young students in Nike t-shirts in colleges
and street festivals go to concerts and opera at the weekends.
The African Rock music on the homecoming day in American
universities and the Brazilian carnivals in the British college
functions, then folk dances in hotels in Kathmandu produce
images and sounds popular among people across cultures.
This paper, in efforts to repose inherent connections among
people in diverse cultures with different ideologies, explores
roles of popular culture icons and heroes in building social
harmony since individuals stay more comfortably connected
through media, sports and technology than anything else,
and thus, integrating the high and the low, rich and poor,
young and elderly, and rural and urban.
In popular culture, the hero turns into an icon. The hero
readily takes risks, irrespective of personal interests. Building
up an image of the man as a savior or redeemer gives an
iconic impression in people’s minds. Such an iconic figure
appears in different narratives, such as film and television,
and books and commercials impressing youngsters and the
elderly, girls and women, or villagers and city dwellers. For
an instance, an image of spectacular feat in football comes
with the retired Brazilian professional footballer, Edson
Arantes do Nascimento alias Pele while the American
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basketball player Michael Jordan becomes a legendary
athlete across the world. Likewise, Usain Bolt of Jamaica is
an iconic sprinter, and the German Stefanie Maria “Steffi”
Graf is a tennis legend. Marshall Fishwick, in Seven Pillars of
Popular Culture, connects an icon to an extraordinary person
and image, reiterating that every culture with special events
or historical period with credible accomplishments is iconic.
Fishwick further notes the conversion of history into mythos,
mythos into logos, logos into eikons, citing Plato’s Ideas,
Christ’s Parables, Kant’s Categories, Jung’s Archetypes, and
McLuhan’s Media. In Fishwick’s affirmation, the heroic figure
with an iconic power enters consciousness, both individual
and collective, and the idea drives the image (132). Not only
an individual but also a cultural product can become an icon
when an image surpasses its lexical representation.
Converting an image, whether of a public figure but an
industrial product, into an icon in the marketplace conjectures
the dynamics of art and idea, image and product, and the
spectacle and spectator. An iconic figure in the modern world
culture industry unfolds connection between the hero and
myth, and history and fiction, and art and life. Living by heroes
and icons helps people maintain an order in society while
contributing to global economy.
Economics of popular culture theoretically
Popular culture is a vital part of the Humanities. The
hero in the service to the humanity sacrifices his or her self,
irrespective of personal interest. The hero always looks for
the frontier, and he takes new roles, depending on society’s
needs and people’s expectations. People value specific
cultural objects or social systems to make them popular. We
can have beautiful materials to make popular ordinary
cultural objects leisure activities. Images of the heroes and
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icons in billboards and television commercials pass through
cities and buildings, and the public cannot remain unnoticed.
The hero appears in different forms, ranging from
folklore to popular culture. An individual with exceptional
abilities serves the community who later appears in film and
fiction. We have then the real world hero, such as athlete,
warrior and leader appearing later in film and plays. Both
ways, we have narratives of the hero in forms of myth and
legend. The hero from one part of the world travels across
cultures through narratives, including stage and screen. In
Myth, Media and the Screen, John Izon cites Richard Dyer’s
Stars to make a semiotic analysis of the pop star in the
marketplace:
An actor is a sign whose principal denotative function
is to delineate a character in a drama. Movie stars have
this function too, but simultaneously they signify
themselves. The audience does not forget the player
behind the role as they may do with the actor.
Furthermore, the roles of movie stars extend beyond
the characters they play in the cinema and encompass
their lives off screen. (79)
Izon considers an actor a sign that has multiple
meanings. In real life, the actor in his or her attire, food habit,
and leisure activities performs in the public sphere. In other
words, celebrities not only perform on the screen but also in
the real world life. The pop culture icon becomes a spectacle
on the stage, and the celebrity turns into a cultural object for
the audience’s entertainment off the concert. Audiences in
the public sphere, including the theater and street consider
the performer a spectacle. In that sense, audiences-consumers
consume the artist’s images and actions, and thus, blurring
the divide between the stage and street. For an instance, the
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pop artist Michael Jackson immensely fascinates spectators
in the concert as well as people in cities. Precisely, audiences
watching their favorite artists as if they are artifacts on the
stage or screen establish connections between people and
images.
An actor builds an image of celebrity through
performances. Audiences perceive the hero as a reconciliatory
figure. In Stars, Dyer supports his argument of a special
relationship between an individual in real life and the star
on the stage or screen by citing Marilyn Monroe:
Stardom is an image of the way stars live. For the most
part, his generalized lifestyle is the assumed backdrop
for the specific personality of the star and the details
and events of his or her life. As it combines the
spectacular with the everyday, the special with the
ordinary, and is seen as an articulation of basic
American/western values, there is no conflict here
between the general lifestyle and the particularities of
star. In certain cases, however, the relationship between
the two may be ambivalent or problematic. Marilyn
Monroe’s aspiration to the condition of stardom and
her unhappiness on attaining it are part of the pathetic/
tragic side of her image. (35)
Pop culture star integrates the private and the public
without distinct identities in the private and the public. His
or her private life is inseparable from his or her starship.
Audiences consume images of stars in their performances as
well as their daily activities outside. In Dyer’s analogy, the
star both in the private and public life becomes a cultural
construct for the public consumption.
Making a similar remark, Izon marks an analogy
between movie stars and pop stars: “Like movie stars, pop
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stars connote some significance more subtle than they denote”
(80). Fans in particular and audiences in general take pop
stars as their spectacles. Fans and supporters not only watch
stars onscreen but also behind the screen, so pop stars,
including film and sport in their personal lives become luxury
items. Izon’s myth and screen embodies a link between the
country and city, tradition and modernity, and folklore and
popular culture. Media, including film and theater rework
archetypal mythological narratives. When they come down
to videos and cinemas, the culture industry involves
technology, business and economics.
Relationships of modernity and metropolis with
formative influence on Raymond Williams’s The Country and
the City (1973) can be retraced to the European Industrial
Revolution (1760-1840). In “Introduction” to City Flicks,
Preben Kaarsholm links the Indian film industry to modernity
and globalization of capital:
In a variety of ways, more generally, the association of
modernity and metropolis has been a commonplace in
critical discourse. The big city has been a recurrent and
flexibility faithful metaphor of modern life, and it has
been assumed that particular characteristics of
perception, psychology and consciousness are integral
parts of metropolitan life: that urban dwellers represent
either refinement, politesse and gentility at a higher
level, or else, as members of ‘the urban crowd’ as
envisaged by Gustave le Bon and Simmel in Europe at
the turn of the 19th and 20 th centuries, represent
decadence and a nervousness of disposition which
threaten to undercut the foundations of civilized social
behavior. (2)
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The film industry embodies the technologized city life
in which people pay for their leisure. While watching movies,
audiences not only pay for the cinematic product but also
television in the private domestic space or the film hall in the
urban space. In the modern urban space, people sport the
television while watching the soccer on the screen. Further,
audiences in their consumption of industrial products, such
as Coca-Cola, beer, potato ships, and pop corns connect
themselves to the corporate world. Precisely, the industrial
products become significant parts in the marketplace, and
thus, prompting to mass production for money and capital.
John Storey, in Cultural Studies and Popular Culture,
underscores an inherent bond between popular culture and
the marketplace, embodiments of the human-technology
interface. He examines an interactive contour between the
human and non-human, a spectacle in a cultural space
between romantic celebration and recognition of ideological
power (227). Storey explores aesthetics both in art and life.
In Inventing Popular Culture, Storey explores aesthetics in
things without looking for intrinsic properties in objects
(311). Storey connects aesthetics to a way to see things in
outside world, reiterating that popular culture with its
accessibility integrates people and ideologies. In that sense,
popular culture in its interactive processes in the public
sphere turns the heroes into icons with specific ideas
associated with them. To support this exposition, the current
paper uses Walter Benjamin’s enterprise of a transposition
of art into an industrial product. Similarly, an artist becomes
a cultural product, merchandise at the mercy of audiencecustomers, facing the camera. In front of the camera, the actor
feels like he or she is acting before the audience, the
consumers that constitute the business and market (231).
Evidently, the artist on the stage or screen performs for
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audience-consumers for money in the capitalist world.
Obviously, it is a transformation of a human-artist-icon into
an industrial product in the marketplace, and the idea is
further illustrated in the following section.
The hero in iconic journey for transformation
Artists, whether on the stage or the screen, in their
performances present to audiences, but with different
approaches. Theater artists directly perform before
audiences, whereas film actors present themselves before the
camera. In that sense, technology comes between the artist
and the audience in a play, whereas the performer directly
acts himself or herself before the audience. In The Work of
Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction, Benjamin draws
a clear analogy between the spectacle and spectators:
The artistic performance of a stage actor is definitely
presented to the public by the actor in person; that of
the screen actor, however, is presented by a camera,
with twofold consequence. The camera that presents
the performance of the film actor to the public need
not respect the performance as an integral whole.
Guided by the cameraman, the camera continually
changes its position with respect to the performance.
The sequence of positional views which the editor
composes from the material supplied him constitutes
the completed film. It comprises certain factors of
movement which are in reality those of the camera, not
to mention special camera angles, close-ups, etc. Hence,
the performance of the actor is subjected to a series of
optical tests. This is the first consequence of the fact
that the actor’s performance is presented by means of a
camera. Also, the film actor lacks the opportunity of
the stage actor to adjust to the audience during his
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performance, since he does not present his performance
to the audience in person. (228)
When they perform before the camera,they presumably
consider their audiences and, thus, entrepreneurships in the
film industry. Acting before the camera allows them to get to
the market for which they are fairly paid. Their performances,
while considering customers in the business, become market
products. In that line of argument, the theater artists seem
more realistic than those of the film artists. Before the camera,
the hero and heroine expose their bodies not as they like to
but as the cameraman directs, the story or script demands,
and producers expect, primarily considering audiences who
pay to consume for those exposed products.

Figure 7. Pop culture icon Michael Jackson at a concert
(Source:Celebrating Michael Jackson Top10 Solo Performance)

The pop star heroes in their profession and performances remain in a close circuit. Not only performances in
the professional field but also personal life in the private
world turns out spectacles for fans and audiences. Consumers
take artists in their real lives for cultural objects just like dance
or music, and thus, becoming artifacts. Audiences consume
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these popular images during their leisure to reconcile all of
stresses, tensions and anxieties.
Audiences undergo a process of transformation of
consciousness when they view artists’ performances on the
stage or screen. At the same time, auditing the show, these
customers consume artists’ performances, and thus, making
a connecting between the artist and audience, and producers
and consumers. The pop culture icon, including the hero and
performance bring people from diverse backgrounds
together to make a peaceful society in harmony.
Popular culture icon, the hero and the Olympics
The hero worship tradition can be retraced to the Greek
Olympics in Athens during the summer of 776 BC. Those
games were organized every four years in the honor of Zeus,
the king of the gods, in Olympia, a valley near a city of Elis.
The modern Olympics, which started from 1896, have been
rooted in those ancient Greek Olympics that continued
through the Hellenistic period in 393 CE. The Greek athletes
in the ancient Olympics competed naked, and the victors in
the Olympiads were received back to their city-states as the
heroes. In the Hellenic Age, Greeks used to live by worshiping
the heroes, considering them gods, and so do people with
artistic sensibilities. Greeks favored heroes, whereas Romans
perpetuated culture.
Spectators from across Greece visited Olympia to honor
Zeus while athletes were prepared as warriors to protect their
city-states. Games were organized for political interest and
athletes in their contests with athletes from other city-states
would test their prowess and skill with other sportsmen.
Hosted for religious and political purposes, the Greek
Olympic Events offered athletes opportunities to test their
prowess and excellence with other sportsmen while
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connecting the gods and the heroes. Stephen Miller, in
Ancient Greek Athletics, explores connections between gods
and heroes in the Hellenic civilization:
Our modern culture is filled with sport heroes who have
achieved superstar status through talent and
accomplishment on the athletic field. Athletes could
also be considered heroes in antiquity, but not because
of their athletic accomplishment. By ancient standards,
a hero was the offspring of humans of a god and a
human who achieved a quasi-divine status. Most
important, the ancient hero had to be dead, at which
point a hero cult would arise. The hero could then use
his intimate connection with the underworld to provide
a point of contract for his worshipers, who needed it
for, among other things, cursing enemies. (A curse had
to be carried to the underworld in order to become
effective.) The hero also acquired an aura of magic and
the supernatural and was considered especially adept
at curing health problems. This is the standard we must
use in order to determine whether ancient athlete was
rated a hero. (160)
In the Greek world, the Olympics would have religious
and political connotations. That time, the Greek city-states
would promote their political alliances by asserting their
influences over others through games and competitions. At
the same time, a splendid statue of Zeus in Olympia was
constructed in the honor of gods and heroes. The athlete
heroes participated in events in a true spirit of sportsmanship
to connect themselves to gods. Connecting to the gods
accelerates their excellence in competitions in their national
interest. Precisely, games in Olympics not only brought
together athletes from the Greek world but also their leaders
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and governments in perfect harmony and order in the true
spirit of sportsmanship.
People in any society can live in harmony and mutual
understanding by interacting among themselves through
sports. The humanities concern the way people live, act and
think. In “The Generalities of Cultures,” Ray Browne
conceptualizes popular culture as the voice of people:
As the voice of the people, popular culture makes up
another theosophical aspect of society, the humanities,
and should properly be called the New Humanities.
Historically, people who treasure the humanities have
insisted that teach us how to live life most fully. The
humanities are those attitudes and actions that seem to
make us different from other animals and superior to
them in our love for and treatment of other animals
and human beings in compassion and empathy. Often
traditional humanists have treated the humanities as
though they were to be denied to the ordinary taxpayer
as being above his or her understanding appreciation
or not possibly a part of their nature. But the New
Humanists believe that this traditional elitist point of
view is tunnel visioned and short sighted and not
acceptable in a democracy. (23)
Underscoring contrasts between the traditional
humanities and the new humanities, Browne indicates a
necessity of the change in perception of the humanities in
changing contexts. In changed contexts, people should devise
strategies and techniques.
The heroes are makers of history, and the history is
subject to change because cultural values change with
changes in social structure and economic condition. People
living together make their cultures over a period of time, and
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new ideas and practices come into practice. New things
emerge, and redundant practice extinct in the course of time.
People change their lifestyles and their worldviews alter in
new social structures and political regimes. In that sense,
order of the world and receptive mindset invent new things
in changing contexts. At times, people’s cultures, including
arts and sports undergo a process of transformation of
consciousness. In brief, sports as popular culture have power
to reconcile people while politics often separates them.

Figure 1. Gymnasts Lee Eun-ju of South Korea and Hong
Un-Jong of North Korea, in pose for a selfie, an impromptu
photograph, a rare occurrence between two Koreas
(Source: http://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-37030696,
August 16, 2016)

In a point in case, gymnasts Lee Eun-ju of South Korea
and Hong Un-Jong of North Korea pose for photographs
together in the 2016 Rio Olympics despite the Korean conflict
ever since the 1950s. Back home, their leaders might have
been engaged in rivalry ever since the mid-twentieth century.
These young athletes share pleasant moments after their
Olympics events. The conflict between their countries does
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not really matter since they compete with a true spirit of
sportsmanship. In that case, the Olympics and the digital
technology become means of integration and social harmony,
going beyond chronic conflict resulted from the Korean War
during early years in the 1950s.
Politics of the pop culture icon
Heroes appear in various fields, including fiction and
history, and the fantasy world of myth and the real world of
materials. Sports heroes and historical figures in the real
world with their outstanding athletic performances and
nation building process in the real world sacrifice their
personal lives for the greater purpose of the humanity.
Leaders and politicians with their true service to their nations
and the entire world turn into statesmen, whereas fictional
heroes in plays and movies with their artistic skills articulate
rework the heroes of history. The former serve their societies
and people while the latter act out those heroes’ true actions,
respectively. One of the outstanding political leaders in
today’s world is the South African, Nelson Mandela, who
accomplishes incredible deeds for people and their
communities.
The president-elect Nelson Mandela not only appointed
the white De Clark his deputy in 1994 but also hosted next
year the Rugby World Cup, originally the white’s sport. In
this case in point, Mandela uses sports to integrate the black
and the white in South Africa upon his election to the top
executive post. At that point, South Africa was almost divided
and he had just been elected to the post of president. At the
moment, the President Elect Mandela could have considering
taking revenge upon the British origin White Administration
for his imprisonment for twenty-seven years. However, the
legendary President would rather foster peace and harmony
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between the white and the black despite Africans’ deeprooted racist mindset. Precisely, rugby becomes a viable
means to unite the racial divide in South Africa.
Not only sports but also dancing helps people live
together in harmony despite their races and colors. Gerald
Joanas, in Dancing, discusses the integrating power of dancing
in terms of fusion in choreographic spaces. Jonas further notes
that an international fusion of dance traditions is an
accelerating trend in the modern world. Moreover, she
considers the dancing a product of this fusion, taking American
rock-and-roll a mediating cultural exchange on a global scale.
Johnny Clegg, a white South African, and his black South
African band called Savuka mix American-style rock with
Zulu music and dance (Jonas 180). These black and white
pop culture icons exhibit a blend of opposites through the
visual art of dancing. In that case, not only the pop artists
expose harmony between the two races but also the public
despite their racial differences. In this case, the American rockand-roll becomes integral to order, and the African artists
cultural ambassadors for making peace and harmony. Along
the line of popular culture, the following section illustrates
the concept of the hero in diverse cultures.
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Figure 2. Johnny Clegg, a white South African, and his
black South African band
(Source: Gerald Jonas’s Dancing: The Pleasure, Power and
Art of Movement)

Defining the hero and the pop culture icon
Kevin Boon defines the hero as a mythic figure, a link
between the divine sphere and the realm of the mortal. Boon
then elevates the hero to the position of god for bringing the
divine power to earth and transcending the real world. [...]
Originally a Greek term, the hero refers to the courageous
person and the demigod (302). The Sanskrit term for the
hero is vira (Hodous and Soothill 41), a brave warrior loyal
to the authority, such as king and emperor. The Sanskrit vira,
a valiant fighter, committed to society or nation, and the Latin
virtue meaning “true” or “pure”, a shared etymological root,
connote an idealized person of action and audacity. Often
used to refer to the hero, the Greek term arête connotes virtue
and nobility, and courage and excellence (Miller 240).
Oxford Companion to World Mythology defines the hero as
a representative of culture in quest of a significant boon for
his people (Leeming 178). In Plato and the Hero, Angela
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Hobbs considers Achilles, conscious of death at the fiercest
battle of the Trojan War (1194-1184 BC), the hero in terms
of courage and resolution (214). Homer’s hero is audacious
Achilles, and the Platonic hero a philosopher-king. The lead
character in a narrative, fictional or non-fictional, the hero
with his or her exceptional range of selfless actions embodies
the best that humanity can offer. The hero is, therefore,
someone who expends his or her entire life in meaningful
purpose of a society or the entire world.
The entire human civilization rises with the hero
worship cult. There are heroes and makers of cultures and
civilizations who, at the expense of their personal interests
and purposes, are motivated to build a society and a nation.
People come and go, but the heroes make significant
contributions to the world, and the heroic action would rather
be recognized after the death. In Myth of the Birth of the
Hero, Otto Rank defines the hero:
The newborn hero is the young sun rising from the
waters, first confronted by lowering clouds, but finally
triumphing over all obstacles. The taking into
consideration of all natural (chiefly atmospheric)
phenomena—as was done by the first representatives
of this method of myth interpretation —and the
regarding of the legends, in a more restricted sense, as
astral myths (Stucken, Winckler, and others) are
approaches not so essentially distinct as the followers
of each individual direction believe to be the case. Nor
does it seem a basic improvement when the purely solar
interpretation, as advocated especially by Frobenius,
was no longer accepted and the view was advanced
that all myths were originally lunar. Hüsing holds this
theory in his discussion of the myth of Cyrus the Great;
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Siecke also claims this view as the only legitimate,
obvious interpretation of the birth myths of the heroes;
and it is a concept that is beginning to gain popularity.
(32)
Rank connects the hero to nature. He parallels the
newborn hero with the rising sun. In the way rising sun faces
obstacles of clouds around, the hero confronts multiple
hurdles in the process of his birth. Connecting the hero with
the sun gives a resonance of the heroic journey in the
threshold of adventures.
People in diverse cultures worship their heroes in
multiple forms. Some people revere them as their creators
and protectors while others worship them as gods. Multiple
forms of gods and goddesses in shrines and temples manifest
individuals’ values and belief systems. The Christian Jesus
Christ embodies Ab al-Qsim Muhammed. Muhammed is the
Prophet in Islam, Christ the Son of God in Christianity, and
Siddhartha Gautama spiritual leader and proponent of
Buddhism. Along this line of the heroic representation, Rank,
in Art and Artist, unfolds inherent connections between myth
and psychic energy, divinity and humanity, and death and
resurrection. Rank attributes to death in representations of
the hero in multiple spiritual narratives:
The spiritual development found its cultural expression
in Christianity, although the idea of the sacrifice or selfsacrifice of a man or divine hero had been prepared in
classical religion and mythology, as witness the partition
of Osiris, the mangling of Bacchus, the mutilations of
Attis. The Oriental mystery religions which lived on in
the Eleusinian and Orphic cults of Greece all have the
death and resurrection of a god as their subject. But in
the mysteries the god becomes man and suffers the fate
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of mortality, while in Christianity man again becomes
god—that is, achieves psychical immortality. (289-290)
Rank considers the hero a deity demigod in the Oriental
god-incarnate human. He examines the Oriental deity in an
analogy with the Christian suffering hero, Jesus Christ. Most
theoretical conjectures revolve around the hero as a divine
figure, a link between the humanity and divinity, humans and
the gods, while others identify the hero as a redeemer of the
world. The heroes in different epochs of history are
archetypal in the sense that they share underlying universal
patterns of the birth, journey and accomplishments.
Joseph Campbell reworks on Lord Raglan’s and Carl
Jung’s ideas of the hero. Raglan’s hero makes his trip from
his homeland to an unknown territory and back to his society
(Raglan 189). Like Raglan’s hero, Jung’s hero is transformed
through the ritual journey, a process of conversion shared
by gods (Jung 128). Similarly, Campbell, in The Hero with a
Thousand Faces, drawing insights from myths and history,
traces the universality of the hero’s journey:
The mythological hero, setting forth from his common
day is lured, carried away, or else voluntarily proceeds,
to the threshold of adventure. There he encounters a
shadow presence that guards the passage. The hero may
defeat or conciliate this power and go alive into the
kingdom of the dark (brother-battle, dragon-battle;
offering, charm), or be slain by the opponent and
descend in death (dismemberment, crucifixion).
Beyond the threshold, then, the hero journeys through
a world of unfamiliar yet strangely intimate forces,
some of which severely threaten him (tests), some of
which give magical aid (helpers). [. . .] At the return,
the hero re-emerges from the kingdom of dread (return,
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resurrection). The boon that he brings restores the
world. (246)
Numerous narratives, such as myth and folklore,
originate from dreams and the unconscious. Arts, visual or
non-visual, originate from myths: myths rework archetypes.
Further, myths themselves are arts, or they are represented
in media, such as novel, film, and television. Myths, dreams,
and arts initiate from the same psychic center. There are
underlying universal patterns of myths of different societies
of all times, so the mythological hero remains universal in
his origin and character traits.

Figure 3. Campbell’s three significant stages of the hero
journey (Joseph Campbell’s The Hero with a Thousand
Faces)
The Campbellian monomyth hero shares patterns of
the hero journey with those of various media and archetypes.
Campbell clearly illustrates the three significant stages of the
hero’s journey: departure, achievement and return. The hero
in his adventure to the unknown zone is usually supported
by helpers, such as parents, teachers, mentors, friends, and
assistants. Contrarily, the hero perpetually confronts
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opponents, including villains and rivals. Moreover, the hero’s
outward journey to the unknown zone invokes the inward
journey from the conscious to the unconscious. Like
Campbell’s hero, the folklore hero travels through trials until
he returns to society bringing with him boon for people. The
mythological hero shares underlying patterns and motifs
between the archetypal hero and the media representation
of the hero of history and fiction.
The hero in changing paradigms
Men often tend to affiliate with the hero, both real and
fictional. In response to people’s needs, the hero voluntarily
undertakes strenuous physical actions to accomplish specific
goals. A man or woman of rigorous actions and outstanding
accomplishments, the hero sacrifices his or her self for a noble
cause, such as rescue people from dangers, transform the
world, protect ideas, and ultimately champion the greater
purpose of humanity. The term “hero” in representing a
national identity exemplifies an iconic role in the service to
the entire human race. A man of sincere dedication and
exceptional courage, the hero often takes necessary actions
to transform the world. At times, the hero of one society
secures a high status with symbolic value in other societies
over centuries, and thus, bringing together people of two
different worlds. In this line of speculation, Fishwick retraces
aesthetic representations of the hero: “In classic times, heroes
were god-men; in the Middle Ages, God’s men; in the
Renaissance, universal men; in the eighteenth century,
gentlemen; in the nineteenth, self-made men. Our century
has seen the common man and the outsider become heroic”
(61). People in different periods have different needs and
expectations from their leaders and statesmen. In that sense,
either the designated leaders or chieftains should be able to
meet their subjects’ expectations or those who can address
their necessities can become their heroes.
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The archetype of the pop culture hero icon
History can be mythologized, and myth historicized.
Legend stands somewhere between myth and history. The
pop star reworks the mythological hero, and the latter
rehearses the archetypal hero. In the Jungian archetypal
model, the hero shares with other characters primordial
images and universal psychic motifs reflected in myths and
dreams. The Jungian archetypes of love, quest, and journey
originate from the collective conscious. Jung’s psychic
conscious is rooted in the collective unconscious shared by
humans and sub-humans, which is ultimately sublimated in
the form of arts, myths and dreams. The collective conscious
consists of archetypes while the individual consciousness is
formed of subliminal perceptions and repressed desires.
Archetypes in various manifestations reveal the inner
psychic energy, but they are based on the same essence. Some
of the characters like mentor, outcast, and trickster share
character traits and actions with the hero. In line with the
Jungian model of collective unconscious, man shares his or

Figure 4. The geometric image of circle and square
representing harmony and perfection
(Source: Carl Gustav Jung’s Man and His Symbols)
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her subliminal psychic energies with species beyond humans,
i.e. the Homo sapiens. In a real sense, individuals share their
character traits with their ancestors. Besides, they share their
motifs of movements with birds and animals. For an example,
man shares dancing steps from birds and animals and
dynamics of natural phenomena, such as fish swimming in
the stream and swan walking on land.

Figure 5. The circular structure of the earring, jewelry in
the image of encircling snake itself, connecting art and
archetype
(Source: Carl Gustav Jung’s Man and His Symbols)

The process of the hero’s journey, the transformation
of consciousness, and the nature of the quest have geometric
circular structures. Similarly, the visual art of dance not only
exhibits underlying connections in diverse cultures but also
mimics birds and animals. The dancer recreates physical
movements of birds and animals to express happiness and
suffering, and initiation and celebration to entertain the
audience. The dance can be both personal and collective
because the dancer, through various steps and moves,
articulates cultural experience and personal perfection. The
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conscious manifestation of the dancer’s personal and
collective consciousness, the dancer merges into action.
Likewise, the hero’s journey transforms physical movements
of species but also an unconscious impulse to move in an
artistic way.
The dancer’s training to recapture physical actions and
visual movements of birds and animals replicates the impulse
to move inherent in human and species. For example, the
swan dance imitates the dancing of a swan, and the peacock
dance mimics a peacock. Jonas asserts that dances transcend
dancers and choreographers. Watching the dance, whether
live or recorded, keeps audiences aware of the body
movements in the dynamics and vitality of the dancer (238).
Some of these dances reflect social and physical conditions
in which certain groups live by the shared values. Watching
dance allows audiences to unite with the dancer while the
performer becomes one with the performance.

Figure 6. The swan dance in circular structure
(Source: Gerald Jonas’s Dancing: The Pleasure, Power and
Art of Movement)
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For example, in the swan ballet, the dancer reproduces
the swan’s movements in varied dancing steps that he takes
from the bird. The dancer reveals underlying connections
between art and nature, or human action and natural
phenomenon through dancing steps and actions of bird or
animal.
In the Jungian archetypal theory, the hero connects the
individual consciousness to a profound sense of human
experience. In Jung’s hero myth, a symbolic manifestation of
human psyche that appears as the supernatural being
functions as an individual’s ego-consciousness. In Man and
His Symbols, Jung proposes the archetypal model of the hero
whose weakness is balanced by the strength of a strong man
or figure. For an example, the wise master or the mothergoddess persistently supports the hero or legend. In the Greek
hero myth, Theseus had Poseidon, the god of the sea; Perseus
had Athena; Achilles had Cheiron, the wise centaur, among
others (Jung 101) as their guardians and mentors. Similarly,
Jung considers the hero’s victory in the battle against giants
(105), combat with monsters, and journey into the darkness
(111), and rescue of “damsel in distress” representing anima
(114) as the archetypal actions. The hero, integrating his
physical strength and spiritual power, uses the body and
magic to rescue humans and protect the world. These
superhuman actions shared by heroes of all times and cultures
replicate the universal dimension of myths and legends. On
the list are Hercules, Sisyphus and Prometheus in persistent
champion of the cause of men in challenge to the theological
authority of God.
Prometheus steals fire from heaven to give to mankind,
whereas Sisyphus readily undertakes an absurd task of
repeatedly rolling a boulder up the hill. If he stops, he dies.
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The repetitive tasks without progression sound absurd to
ordinary minds, but it is a direct challenge to the theological
authority. Of course, it is the hero’s assertion of man’s
supremacy over God, the humanity over the divinity, and life
over death. Similarly, Hercules demonstrates his heroic rigor
by catching a snake at the age of two (Figure 5). These
mythological heroes undertake tasks larger than themselves,
and thus, accomplishing spectacular feats uncommon to
ordinary people. The heroes with their extraordinary jobs
place themselves in the divine sphere for noble values.
The hero not only dies young but also prizes honor
and glory over life (Finkelberg 1). Often glorified as the
superhuman, the hero through his rigorous engagements
builds an iconic image of nobility and spectacular feats.
Further, Klapp Orrin considers the hero a man of success,
defiance, and prowess:
Because the hero exceeds in a striking way the standards
required of ordinary group members, as has been said,
he is a supernatural deviant, his courage, selfabnegation, devotion, and prowess, being regarded as
amazing and “beyond the call of duty.” Because of the
requirement of transcending the mediocre, he must
prove himself by exceptional acts, and the most perfect
examples of heroes are to be found in legendary or
mythical personages who represent in a superhumanly
exaggerated way the things the group admires most.
Because of their superior qualities, heroes dominate the
scene of human action, symbolizing success, perfection
and conquests of evil, providing a model for
identification by the group—one might say its better
self. (57)
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Orrin appraises the hero’s role in connecting the mortal
to the immortal, transforming the real world into an ideal
place, where mythic characters take up superhuman deeds.
The hero appears in the frontier between the divine and the
human, the material world and the celestial space. The hero
figures with their extraordinary services to mankind enter the
divine sphere since people honor them as gods and legends.
In that sense, the hero with actions of his or her own not
only remains between the mortal and the immortal but also
brings the human to the divine. After these mythological
explications of the hero, the following section delineates the
psychological dimension of the hero.
Conclusion
The hero has a unifying function to create order and
maintain balance. Robert Segal reworks Freudian
interpretations of heroes, identifying them as creative artists
intending to alleviate from their feeling of guilt in initially
separating themselves from the self, figuratively the mother’s
body (xvii). In Segal’s argument, an inventive person rises
from creative processes, whereas an ordinary person
intending to conform to convention surrenders to the
establishment. At another point, Segal asserts that social
conformists accept themselves as idealized by others,
neurotics assert themselves by rejecting established practices,
and ordinary people discard themselves in accepting the
world (xviii). The hero, rising above average persons as their
exemplar to champion the humanity, reveals his creative
ingenuity in action. Rank’s mythic hero, while blending the
mortal and immortal, connects the human to the divine.
A full circle of the hero journey embodies perfection,
wholeness and harmony. In the entire process of the journey,
the hero transforms with multiple revelations from which he
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or she learns something noble. In myth, the hero faces the
death of someone whom he intends to offer the boon he has
achieved in the process of the heroic journey. Learning starts
with the loss of the most loved one. Precisely, transformation
of consciousness operates in giving up, ultimately in sacrificing
the self, for a noble cause of the humanity, such as maintaining
order, securing peace, defending the country, and protecting
an ideology. The pop culture icon in narratives, including
print and visual in the market represents the real life hero,
historical or mythological, to unify humans of diverse cultures,
and thus, remaking the world order. Pop culture heroes and
icons through their concerts and performances not only bring
people with different backgrounds together but also create
space in alleviating conflict and creating solidarity among
them. Youngsters in dance bars and pop concerts come
together with the elderly while others enjoy themselves
watching them on movie screens, television sets and computer
screens at home. In short, audience-consumers interface with
visual and digital images in prints and televisions and
billboards in city corners to connect themselves to the culture
industry. In the real world, fans tend to rework pop stars,
including sports heroes; these iconic figures perform the
heroes of myth and history, and thus, integrating past and
present, high and low, and human and subhuman.
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